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Introduction

Methodology

Discussion and Conclusion

 Purpose: Gather information about the history and evolution of occupational
therapy (OT) practice in North Dakota and Wyoming through life histories of
individuals who have been influential in developing OT in these states. Our
participant was one of thirty-one participants for the larger study.

• This study was qualitative and used a life history approach.
• The participant was assigned from a list developed by the project directors
through purposive sampling.
• The project directors made initial contact and obtained informed consent so
there were no gatekeeper issues.
• The semi-structured interview was guided by an interview schedule prepared
by the project directors; the questions on the interview schedule were designed
to be used with all the individuals interviewed as part of the larger project. We
modified and added to the interview questions as needed for our specific
interview.
• Data was collected through a 90 minute, face-to-face interview and was audio
recorded on two different devices.
• The interview took place in Julies office at the University of North Dakota.

 Assertion: Dr. Julie Grabanski has applied what she has learned from her
occupational therapy education to her everyday life. She embraces an
occupational therapy lens in her work, relationships, and how she
approaches all situations. “If I am not thinking like an OT, then I am not
thinking straight.”
 Events in Dr. Julie Grabanski life influenced her career. These events can
be represented by the Kawa Model.

 The Kawa Model was used to guide our data collection process and we
implemented interview questions that reflected the model. The Kawa Model
was designed for cultures who value a collectivist mindset (Iwama, 2006). The
water represents life flow, the river side walls and bottom represent the
environment, rocks represent problematic life circumstances that disrupt water
flow, and driftwood illustrates personal attributes, assets, liabilities, and values
that impact life flow (Iwama, 2006; Boyt, Gillen, & Scaffa, 2014).

Description of the Participant

 She practiced in acute care, long term, home health, outpatient pediatrics,
and inpatient and outpatient rehabilitation. She has served as a fieldwork
supervisor and coordinator and has held an additional teaching position at
Northland Technical College.
 Her achievements include holding three professional degrees, being the
treasurer for NDOTA in 2015-2016, and earning an award for Allied Health
Teacher of the Year in 2005. She also holds a variety of positions on several
committees.

 1992- Graduated with Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
 Elected not to enroll in the transitional masters program that was offered
at the time
 1993- Bill Clinton was serving in presidential office
 Gas prices in Texas were $0.99
 1992/1993- Occupational Adaptation Model was being developed
 Janette Schkade & Sally Schultz- presented on OA at Texas Women's
University
 Lela Llorens- presented on the Developmental Model at Texas Women's
University
 Late 90s- CMOP, PEO, PEOP were being utilized
 1995- Managed care in Texas was emerging
 1997- Balanced Budget Act and the Grand Forks, ND flood
 2003- Graduated with Masters of Science in Administration with
concentration in Health Administration

Data Analysis and Findings
 The Kawa Model was used to guide our data analysis by placing aspects of Dr.
Julie Grabanskis life in chronological order.

Water= All together these elements influenced her life experiences and
practice as an occupational therapist.
 This project added to the professional body of knowledge in a way that is
useful for examining the history of the occupational therapy practice. Her
life history interview was relevant because it added her personal
experiences of being an OT and working in North Dakota to the larger
project. Dr. Julie Grabanski has experience working in both academic and
clinical OT settings which provides valuable insight to the development of
OT practice.
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Timeline Literature Review

 Rock= The flood of ’97 occurred during her career.
 After this occurred, it caused her to travel to small towns in both
Minnesota and North Dakota to work with clients.
 River walls and bottom= Family members, coworkers, and different practice
facility settings.
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 Dr. Julie Grabanski is an OT professor at the University of North Dakota. She
describes herself as a positive and fun-loving individual. She has four adult
children and one grandchild. Her husband and herself enjoy attending
Vikings football games and writing professional literature together.

 Driftwood= Uniform terminology, core models emerging, the Balanced
Budget Act, and the influence of working in different states.
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